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We wish you an inspiring three days.

2

welcome

Het TheaterFestival turns the 
spotlight on the finest products of 
our theatre scene. A professional jury 
selected the most interesting and 
trendsetting productions of the past 
season. The festival starts with a ‘State 
of the Union’ speech by a renowned 
artist, a young contrary voice in 
the ‘State of the Youth’ speech and, 
from now on, the ‘The State of the 
Other’, a perspective from outside. 
Het TheaterFestival is your chance 
to discover (or rediscover) the very 
best work of the Flemish and Dutch 
performing arts scene. 

For the content of Highlights from the 
Lowlands we asked a jury of perform-
ing arts’ specialists to make a sharp 
selection of today’s performing arts’ 
work of Flemish and Dutch stages. 
Kristof Blom – campo, Ghent (b), 
Anneke van der Linden – Theater  
De nwe Vorst & Theaters Tilburg (nl),  
Rainer Hofmann – spring festival,  
Utrecht (nl) and Cees Vossen – 
Moussem, Brussels (b) established 
work that is always challenging and 
eager to be shared with an interna-
tional audience. Some artists will 
pitch or be part of a slightly longer 
showcase, others will present a full 
performance.

Additionally, curator and programmer 
Matthieu Goeury was invited to put 
together a series of artist presentations 
dealing, at large, with the questions of 
public space and social engagement. 
Also the artistic directors of all Flemish 
and Dutch arts centres and production 
houses were invited to participate and 
introduce one of their house artists.  
In the evening you can attend 
performances of the official selection 
from TheaterFestival, for which a 
professional jury of Flemish and 
Dutch reviewers and programmers 
selected interesting and pioneering 
performances from the past 
performing arts’ season.

In addition to presentations and 
performances we provide enough time 
in the schedule to mingle and network 
with both artists and international 
colleagues.

Het TheaterFestival, Flanders Arts 
Institute and Dutch Performing 
Arts created a rich programme that 
flares through the city of Antwerp, 
passing venues that generously open 
their house, such as deSingel, Monty, 
hetpaleis,  Het Bos and Matterhorn, 
to warmly welcome you.

Dear guest Het TheaterFestival Flanders, Flanders Arts Institute and  
Dutch Performing Arts wish you a warm welcome to Antwerp  
and Highlights from the Lowlands, our international visitors’ 
programme that gives you the opportunity to be introduced to 
Flemish and Dutch cutting-edge theatre and performance  
in a short period of time.

Kathleen Treier,  
het TheaterFestival

Marijke De Moor,  
Flanders Arts Institute 

Anja Krans,  
Dutch Performing Arts

city of antwerp

I regard the theatre as the greatest of all art forms, 
the most immediate way in which a human being  
can share with another the sense of what it is  
to be a human being. — Oscar Wilde

Antwerp is gifted with a cultural  
abundance; classical, contemporary 
and performing arts. It is a true city of 
culture; nominated Cultural Capital in 
1993 and today still referred to as the 
theatre capital of Flanders, thanks to our 
many high quality theatre organizations 
and institutions like deSingel and our 
interesting and international rewarded 
theatre makers.

The diversity of Antwerp – a city with 
more than 174 different nationalities – is 
reflected in the Theatre Festival program. 
A professional jury selected the most 
interesting and trendsetting productions 
of the past season. Some will be pleasant, 
some unpleasant. Some are solo’s, some 
ensembles. There will be dance, there 
will be performances, there will even be 
a classical circus. They will be served for 
both theatre lovers and professionals. And 
boundaries will be broken. Bridges will be 
built. Mountains will be climbed. It will 
take you, the audience, one hour up to  
24 hours. Because, like Jan Fabre, creator  
of Mount Olympus, says: “People should 
be given the chance to be in the theatre  
for a very long time. It offers comfort.”

The theatre does offer comfort. And more. 
It is a mirror for our society today and a 
compass for our future.

Enjoy the festival
Enjoy our city
Enjoy sharing what it is like  
to be a human being

Philip Heylen
Vice Mayor  
for Culture, Economy,  
City Maintenance  
& Property Management
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thursday[ program overview ]
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pitches and showcases

10:00 - 12:30
deSingel -

Blue Foyer and 

Music Studio

Pitch 

Katja Heitmann

Katja Heitmann (Germany, 1987) stopped making dance 
after her graduation ba choreography at Fontys Dance 
Academy (nl) in 2012. Instead she creates works that 
can best be described as performance-installations.  She 
is fascinated by mankind’s struggle to get a grip on 
existence. By creating systems to control our lives, we 
end up restricting ourselves. From this starting point, 
Katja is continuously exploring new themes, disciplines 
and performance formats. Katja is supported by the 
Dutch Performing Arts Fund and is nominated for the 
Award of the Dutch Dance Festival 2016.
Katja is inspired by the influence of everyday’s digital 
technologies on society and with that the arising 
questions about the identity of our human body. She 
fuses technology, the dancer’s body and the presence of 
the audience into unconventional theatre experiences. 
Who moves who?

Pandora’s DropBox
Katja is currently working on her 
project Pandora’s DropBox. Within 
two years, she will create multiple 
performance-installations about 
the relation between humans and 
machines. These different works 
will be cumulated in a museum-like 
contemplative experience, to be 
presented at tanzhaus nrw, STRP 
Biennale and SPRING Festival in 
2017. In this pitch she will talk about 
‘tragical technologies’ which are an 
important inspiration for her work. 
Katja is always looking for inspiring 
collaborations and co-producers.

Contact
Katja Heitmann /  
vof This is not a show
katja@katjaheitmann.com
+31 6 26 64 92 37
katjaheitmann.com

Thursday 25 August

09:00 Registration deSingel 

09:30 Welcome deSingel 

10:00  pitches and showcases deSingel - 

Pitches by Katja Heitmann, Onbetaalbaar,  Blue Foyer and

Robin and Benjamin Vandewalle and showcases  Music Studio

by Louis Vanhaverbeke and Rodrigo Sobarzo

12:30  Move to Het Bos

13:00  Lunch by Otark Het Bos

14:00  ‘A (He)Art At The Right Place’ Het Bos

Project presentations by Anoek Nuyens,  
Michiel Vandevelde, Myriam Van Imschoot  
and Thomas Verstraeten

17:00  Move to deSingel

17:30  Dinner by Lara kookt voor u  deSingel - Festival Center 

18:30 Opening reception het TheaterFestival 2016 deSingel - Festival Center

20:00 The Blind Poet  deSingel - Red Hall

Jan Lauwers & Needcompany 

20:00 Beckett Boulevard  deSingel - Theatre Studio

De Koe 

20:30 Helpdesk  On location in Antwerp

Wunderbaum 
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thursday

10:00 - 12:30
deSingel -

Blue Foyer and 

Music Studio

Pitch 

ROBIN

robin is a new autonomous Brussels-based structure 
to enable Thomas Bellinck,  Pieter De Buysser and 
an annually changing artist to realize their artistic 
projects, and to tell a shared story. The structure aims to 
support the artists in all aspects: creation, production, 
presentation and distribution. robin is not only a small 
European bird with a very brave chest, since 2016  
robin is an arts factory for facts, fiction and friction.
robin’s keywords: the commons, invention, 
documentary, new narratives, mythomotorics, 
speculative realism, simplicity, resistance, European 
history, time travelling.
In short, robin has set the following goals: to produce 
and spread new contemporary work; to build an 
alternative cultural hub in Brussels; to make space for 
research, experimentation and development; and to 
forge new connections between artists, audiences and 
organisations.

Projects
Simple as ABC by Thomas Bellinck
The After Party by Pieter De Buysser

Contact
Thomas Bellinck
thomas@robin.brussels
Pieter De Buysser
pieter@robin.brussels
Mariet Eyckmans
mariet@robin.brussels
+32 486 98 07 10
robin.brussels

10:00 - 12:30
deSingel -

Blue Foyer and 

Music Studio

pitches and showcases

Pitch 

Onbetaalbaar

onbetaalbaar (priceless) was founded in 2012 as 
a research project with a deep love for objects. It’s 
both a workshop and a think tank, a melting pot 
of experienced carpenters, writers, upholsterers, 
philosophers, dabblers and dilettantes, professional 
product designers, restorers, graphic designers, 
doers and thinkers. All of them find each other in an 
emotional materialism. 
onbetaalbaar believes that objects do not only have an 
economic value, but also an ecological, artistic and an 
emotional worth. They work with discarded stuff, often 
considered junk or useless remains. Everything they get 
or find or collect, gets a new life and a new passport. 
onbetaalbaar invites people to think about what they 
throw away, to give a moment’s thought to the stories 
and identities of every object, to be confronted with the 
real cost of a well-made object and to think along about 
how we can make things better. The collective combines 
ecology, economy, philosophy, design and a pure love 
for the material world that surrounds us.

In Anything Goes, onbetaalbaar turns 
cast-offs into must-haves. During a 
workweek they transform old and 
raw materials into new objects, with 
a passport to tell the story: where 
it came from, the designer’s idea, 
the materials used. All pieces are 
exhibited and end up in an auction: 
every object is sold and granted a 
new life. Not always to the highest 
bidder, because right until the very 
end, ONBETAALBAAR wants to 
engage the audience to join in on the 
conversation about value and worth. 

Contact
Sophie de Somere
onbetaalbaar01@gmail.com
+32 497 43 99 96
onbetaalbaar.com
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thursday

10:00 - 12:30
deSingel -

Blue Foyer and 

Music Studio

Showcase 

Louis Vanhaverbeke

Louis Vanhaverbeke (Ghent, 1988) has a keen interest 
in the clash of lifestyles and subcultures. He thinks of 
music not only as a way to express himself, but also 
as a means in his search for identity. As a teenager, he 
switched back and forth between rapper attitude and 
wannabe rock star. By remixing different ambitions, 
he developed a very particular vocabulary: freestyle, 
hard to classify, but very intelligible.  In 2015, Louis 
Vanhaverbeke made Kokokito, for which he received 
the Circuit X prize for young talent, at taz#2015. 
Meanwhile, campo and Louis Vanhaverbeke are 
at the start of a joint trajectory, with multiverse 
(première taz#2016) as a first production. From 2017 
onwards,  Vanhaverbeke will also be associated artist at 
Beursschouwburg (Brussels).

Contact
Marijke Vandersmissen
marijke@campo.nu
+32 484 90 49 85
campo.nu

Louis Vanhaverbeke mainly creates 
performances and installations. 
Objects are crucial in his research. 
Plastic things, drum computers, 
little chariots and all sorts of other 
colourful gear are used to assemble 
his very agile performances. 
Furthermore, he examines which 
kinds of spoken word may help him 
unfold complex ways of thinking. 
Through slamming, scatting and 
rhyming, he attempts to question 
his spot in the world. In this short 
performance called Het Velootje, 
several of his current practices are 
being combined for an encounter 
with the black box. This time, a 
multifunctional bike will be the 
station out of which he operates. The 
performer examines the relation 
between giving a lecture-performance 
and cycling. As if it were a concert in 
an ongoing motion by the loops of 
pedals and beats.

pitches and showcases

10:00 - 12:30
deSingel -

Blue Foyer and 

Music Studio

Pitch 

Benjamin Vandewalle

In the ten years since he graduated at p.a.r.t.s, 
Benjamin Vandewalle has created dance performances 
and installations that take on very different forms and 
scales, but that all have been consistently exploring  
the themes of watching, perceiving, observing and 
being observed.
With Erki De Vries he created performances for theatre 
and black box, like Birdwatching (2009) or One/Zero 
(2011). With campo he made the technological dance 
performance Point of View (2011). In 2012, he discovered 
working in the public space, with the outdoor 
performance Birdwatching 4x4. In Inter-view (2014),  
a one-on-one installation, he also involved local  
non-professional performers in his work.
From 2017 to 2021, Benjamin is artist in residence 
at Kaaitheater. His future plans involve Hear, a 
sound choreography with Yoann Durant (2016), the 
performative walk Moving (2017), and the development 
of a series of one-on-one installations for the public 
space as ‘city choreographer’.

Hear
“Sound is intrinsically and 
unignorably relational: it emanates, 
propagates, communicates, vibrates 
and agitates; it leaves a body and 
enters others; it binds and unhinges, 
harmonizes and traumatizes; it 
sends the body moving; the mind 
dreaming; the air oscillating.  
It seemingly eludes definition,  
while having profound effect.” 
(Brandon Labelle)
Benjamin Vandewalle teams up 
with composer/musician Yoann 
Durant for the creation of a ‘sound 
choreography’. In Hear, Benjamin and 
Yoann want to blur the audience’s 
sense of proprioception, derange the 
position of the building blocks of 
their perception. They want to build a 
world where a listener stops defining 
what he hears, where observation and 
association flow together, where the 
individual and a group do not longer 
function as a binary system. Benjamin 
Vandewalle and Yoann Durant are 
looking for points of friction and 
resonances between movement and 
image, sound and space, group and 
intimacy. Premiere 14 & 15 October 
2016 at Vooruit, Ghent (be).

Contact
Benjamin Vandewalle
benjamin_vandewalle@yahoo.com
+32 484 94 24 73

Caravan Production
Ruth Dupré
ruth@caravanproduction.be
+32 2 226 45 92
+32 472 41 45 02
caravanproduction.be
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A (He)Art At The Right Place
Four artists and an arts center with work ethics

Het TheaterFestival, Flanders Arts Institute & Dutch 
Performing Arts invited curator Matthieu Goeury to put 
together a series of artist presentations dealing, at large, 
with the questions of public space and social engagement. 
These presentations take place at Het Bos, an arts centre, 
or rather a permanent experiment for artists, bricoleurs, 
builders, thinkers and anybody willing to enter. The four 
artists develop practices that are completely independent 
from each other. But they all, in their own way, engage 
into their artistic work with a sociopolitical drive and with 
strong work ethics. The content presented during the 
afternoon will help you discover one of the most exciting 
sides of the performing arts landscape of the Lowlands.

Location
Het Bos is an arts centre in the  
heart of the city of Antwerp. A house 
of artists, do-it-yourselfers, thinkers, 
world cooks and all the others. Het 
Bos has a concert venue and a theatre 
studio, but also a public kitchen,  
a coffee bar and a laboratory for  
young makers.

Contact
Het Bos
Ankerrui 5-7
2000 Antwerpen
Pieter Willems
pieter@hetbos.be
+32 486 48 54 60
hetbos.be

Curator
Matthieu Goeury is an arts worker 
based in Brussels, Belgium. He is 
active as a producer and curator. 
Working in the field of performing 
arts, his trajectory led him to create a 
workspace for emerging artists (l’l), 
participate to the launch of a major 
contemporary art museum (Centre-
Pompidou-Metz) and programme 
one of the most exciting venues in 
Europe (Vooruit). In recent years, he 
created the festivals Possible Futures, 
(im)Possible Futures and Smells 
Like Circus. He tries to apply, with 
more or less success, strong ethics to 
the projects he develops, based on 
sociopolitical engagement, solidarity, 
pragmatism and reasonable 
seriousness.

14:00–17:00
Het Bos

pitches and showcases

10:00 - 12:30
deSingel -

Blue Foyer and 

Music Studio

Showcase 

Rodrigo Sobarzo

Rodrigo Sobarzo de Larraechea (cl/nl) studied 
choreography at the sndo in Amsterdam, and theatre 
at Universidad de Chile in Santiago. He was a recipient 
of the DanceWeb scholarship in Vienna in 2009, and 
a resident at the Jan van Eyck Academy in Maastricht 
working on his creation s ite s in 2014. 
His works: mining (2010), united states (2011), the harvest 
(2012), a p n e a (2013), s ite s (2014), []remoTe sense[] (2014) 
and prince of ne†works. Most of his work seeks to 
envelop its audience in visual introspection. 
Together with Lea Martini he created paramount 
movement (Hauptstadtkulturfonds 2012), presented at 
Sophiensaele in Berlin and Brut in Vienna. In travail, 
by Alma Söderberg, he made the set design, and as a 
performer, he has participated in projects by Ivana 
Müller, Jefta van Dinther, Martin Nachbar, Jeremy 
Wade, Vincent Riebeek and An Kaler.
His works  – []remote sense[] (2015), s ite s (2014),  
a p n e a (2013), the harvest (2012), united states (2011) and 
mining (2010) are produced by Het Veem Theater in 
Amsterdam and with the support of Workspacebrussels 
and stuk in Belgium, and pact Zollverein in Essen – 
have been presented in manifold European venues.
As a teacher he has taught at the sndo in Amsterdam 
and at the Performing Art School in Copenhagen.

A P N E A
The temporary cessation of  
breathing plays a key role in a p n e a. 
An atmospheric space is created in 
which the physical and the mental are 
found in a ‘deferred’ state; suspended 
as in an underwater world with which 
we are familiar. Sound waves replace 
the liquid element in the absence  
of water.
Making the body ‘immortal’ by 
depriving it of oxygen while it 
is immersed in water. a p n e a 
constitutes a dive into a temporary 
territory that is loaded with the 
vibrational quality of underwater 
movement. It seeks discomfort, 
caused by the pressure of water 
and the lack of oxygen. It lets you 
drift along in this state of being. 
A performative event unfolds that 
confronts us with what we simply 
take for granted: the trusted presence 
of oxygen around us.
“Within my work I have been 
always driven to delve into ways 
of embracing the ‘transcendental’ 
within the materiality of my body. 
I am deeply inspired by the iconic 
figures of the escape artists that 
would put themselves under extreme 
life-risking experiences in order to 
generate commotion among the 
public. Also by the subliminal practice 
of sport-divers, that would plunge 
themselves into the water-depths, in 
procession to extol humanity and its 
physical boundaries.” 
(Rodrigo Sobarzo)

Contact  
Belgium + international
Klaartje Oerlemans
klaartje@janmartens.com
+32 474 390 250
the Netherlands
Anne Breure
anne@veem.house
+31 6 51 53 73 37
veem.house
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thursday

12 13

thursday

A (He)Art At The Right Place

Michiel Vandevelde

Michiel Vandevelde (Belgium, 1990) began his 
dance career at an early age with the Leuven-based 
company fabuleus. Since graduating from p.a.r.t.s. 
in 2012 he has been building up his own practice as 
a choreographer, curator and writer. A political and 
artistic activism is the common thread running through 
his work. He is a member of the Bâtard festival’s artistic 
team and of Etcetera’s editorial team. 

Contact
Michiel Vandevelde
michiel_vandevelde@hotmail.com
www.michielvandevelde.be

Tentproject (working title)
Climate change, among other factors, 
will result in an increasing flow of 
refugees. How can we shape the 
future in a world that has lost all form 
of stability? Perhaps an answer lurks 
in this instability itself?
“In 2018, I want to design and embark 
on the venture of a travelling tent 
village along with five artists and five 
architects. The objective: to set up 
camp in different cities and organise 
a festival that blurs the boundaries 
between architecture, dance, 
performance, philosophy, politics 
and social debates. Tentproject (working 
title) harbours the ambition to be a 
nomadic school, arts centre and social 
restaurant. A hybrid site in which to 
reflect on the radical transition that 
the world is undergoing, instability, 
resistance and acceleration.”

14:00–17:00
Het Bos

A (He)Art At The Right Place

Anoek Nuyens

Anoek Nuyens (the Netherlands, 1984) creates socially 
engaged, documentary theatre. The debate she initiates 
transcends different social domains and stages: from 
politics to science, from fact to fiction, from theatre to 
newspapers and the Internet. Her production Bouta: 
biography of a macho about the life of Desi Bouterse 
(Productiehuis Rotterdam, 2013) was produced in 
association with Tjon Rockon and Marjolijn van 
Heemstra. It earned them a nomination for the bng 
Nieuwe Theatermakersprijs 2013. The very same year, 
Anoek received the Marie Kleine-Gartman Pen for her 

essay Westen, Wake Up! (West, 
Wake up!). She has published 
articles in various books and 
wrote the journalistic series 
Dossier Staatsgeheimen (State 
Secrets Dossier) and Het 
Einde van de Mens als Maat der 
Dingen (The End of Man as 
the Measure of All Things) 
for De Correspondent. She is 

also the founder of Het Transitiebureau, where artists 
and thinkers reflect on forms of coexistence and the 
role of art in the 21st century. At Frascati Producties 
Anoek developed the performance Hulp (2015) that 
resulted in a major tour of ngos, political parties 
and social institutions. She co-created Solidariteitstop 
(2015) in association with scientists, artists and general 
practitioners. Her latest production will premiere at 
Frascati in September 2017.  

Contact
Anoek Nuyens
anoeknuyens@gmail.com
+31 6 34 92 57 85
www.anoeknuyens.com

HULP – journalistic 
theatre on a tour of social 
organisations
Frascati Producties / Anoek Nuyens
Anoek Nuyens’ great-aunt ran the 
foundation Auxilium (Latin for help) 
for fifty years. Since its foundation in 
the 1960s, it has supported countless 
medical projects in Africa. Now that 
her great-aunt is too old, Anoek has 
inherited the foundation and thus 
the responsibility for allocating half 
a million euro annually and running 
various projects. What should she 
do with this inheritance? What’s the 
right course to follow?
Last year, Anoek produced a 
performance about this dilemma. 
She travelled to Africa, spoke to 
politicians and conducted extensive 
research. This year she is creating 
an updated version, which she will 
perform for NGOs, political parties, 
socially responsible businesses, 
religious communities and charities. 
She pops up and tells her story in 
lobbies, meeting rooms, churches 
and canteens. The objective: to 
exchange ideas about the issues the 
performance evokes and to try and 
create a movement.
Can we, as a civil society, provide 
an answer that goes further than 
the flow of criticism that has been 
aimed at the sector in recent years, at 
home and abroad? Are we capable of 
formulating a (political or utopian) 
statement, about the greater story of 
humanity in the 21st century?  
The conclusions of these encounters 
form the basis for a new, short 
performance that can be seen in 
Amsterdam (Frascati) and Brussels 
(Kaaitheater) in November 2016.
The third and final part of this 
trilogy is planned for the beginning 
of 2018, in which Anoek will focus 
on the latest trend in development 
cooperation: trade instead of aid.

14:00–17:00
Het Bos
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thursday

A (He)Art At The Right Place

Thomas Verstraeten

Thomas Verstraeten (Belgium, 1986) lives and works in  
Antwerp and is a theatre maker, actor and visual artist. 
He is one of the six core leaders of the theatre company 
fc Bergman, currently in residence at the Antwerp  
city theatre, Toneelhuis. The work of fc Bergman 
is characterised by its grand, compiled images and 
its study of theatre consisting of immense spaces, 
groups of extras and integrated video. The company 
has performed its productions at various national 
and international festivals and theatres including 
Ruhrtriennale, Foreign Affairs Berlin, Wiener 
Festwochen, Printemps des Comédiens Montpellier  
and Festival d’Avignon.
In his visual practice Verstraeten spins narratives 
from the movements of the city and its residents, 
from its visible and hidden stories and lives. In his 
videos, installations and performances the ordinary is 
theatricalised into the extraordinary. Theatricalisation 
is “not about the creation of fiction, but the transfor-
mation and idealisation of time and space”  
(Bart Verschaffel, Over theatraliteit (About theatricality)). 
This was the context in which he exhibited in 
Middelheimmuseum, Extra City, borg, Lokaal 01,  
Into the light, cc Strombeek.

Contact
Thomas Verstraeten
thomas_Verstraeten@hotmail.com 
+32 494 06 06 90

About the work of  
Thomas Verstraeten
Pierre Menards Paradox is a production 
and installation in which a replica 
of the Moroccan café Tanger, located 
right opposite, was constructed in 
the exhibition space. Not a copy, 
but the café in superlative terms, 
more authentic and richer than the 
original. The installation ‘(re)defines’ 
the café’s interior, as a place of here 
and elsewhere, familiar and yet alien, 
like a paradox. In the production 
everyday scenes from the café were 
moved to the new version.

Nocturama is a project developed in 
association with the artist and theatre 
maker Benjamin Verdonck. A night 
store, a betting shop, a shisha bar, 
a video store and a peep show were 
constructed in the emergency exits on 
both sides of the Bourlaschouwburg.
At 11 pm, when the main entrance to 
the theatre was locked, six temporary 
monuments opened as places that 
have always existed in the city, refuges 
for waifs and strays, night owls, 
newcomers, lonely souls, addicts, 
the hungry, the curious, wanderers, 
the thirsty and men with an itch that 
needs to be scratched.
The parade of men, women and those who 
appear out of nowhere like flies, revolves 
around a single event: the shooting 
of a film of a great procession, in 
which a motley collection of residents 
and visitors of the City of Antwerp 
joins forces. This parade is a human 
sculpture consisting of 1,000 local 
Antwerp residents of all possible 
backgrounds and origins, brought 
together in fifty categories. Together 
they form a picture of the city, as 
we know it today. Using a fictitious 
classification system the parade 
attempts to bring order to the current 
chaos of the street, the city and by 
extension the increasingly complex, 
polarised world.
On the one hand it is like an ode to 
the street, a celebration of the rich, 
diverse public space and its residents, 
but on the other it problematises our 
unilateral view that strives to bring 
order to the very same public space.

14:00–17:00
Het Bos
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A (He)Art At The Right Place

Myriam Van Imschoot

Brussels-based performance artist Myriam Van 
Imschoot is interested in the cracks in modernity as 
a failed project and often shows a stubborn desire to 
communicate even when acts of transmission seem 
doomed. She often alternates between the outside 
and indoors spaces for her performances, video and 
installations. In the current series she works on vocal 
techniques, gestures and popular shouting practices 
that bridge distance and reveal the acoustics of spaces, 
like yodeling, ululations (youyou), waves and whistles. 
In her last piece What Nature Says, the calls of nature 
were the point of departure of a radiophonic piece 
with five vocalists and a sound engineer, who execute a 
cappella murmurs of a world in crisis. Awarded as one 
of the best pieces in 2015 by the magazine Esistys, this 
work brought an international breakthrough, with the 
next upcoming performance in September at Festival 
Actoral in Marseille. 

work/presentation
Myriam Van Imschoot takes up the 
theme of public space by speaking 
about the role of acoustic landscapes, 
whether urban or rural, in her work. 
In various examples she proposes the 
sonic as a diagnostic tool to reveal our 
transitional societies as a perpetual 
force field, abundant with messages, 
murmurations, and callings. The 
talk will end with a flash on helfel, 
her new vocal mass performance for 
public space, thirty women and their 
collectively shaped cries, that will 
premiere on 27 August 2016 in Park of 
Forest, Brussels (Festival l’Incroyable 
Téléphérique). 

Contact
Myriam Van Imschoot
myriam.vanimschoot@gmail.com
+32 495 79 02 55
oralsite.be/pages/ 
Myriam_Van_Imschoot_Digital_Portfolio

14:00–17:00
Het Bos

©
 beata spazagow
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Credits

concept, text, play Peter Van den Eede, Natali 

Broods, Willem de Wolf | image, sound, technics 

Bram De Vreese, Pol Geusens | thanks to Matthias 

de Koning, Marlene De Smet, Jan Hautekiet, 

Tom Lenaerts

Beckett Boulevard 
A Faustian descent to the places where power resides.  
Somewhere in the middle, so it seems. 
De Koe

We imagine that it begins quite simply. With an actress who decides to 
give up acting and enter into politics. Why not?
And why wouldn’t the first scene be set in the Ostend Queen restaurant 
on the top floor of the Kursaal in Ostend, where she reveals her plans 
while talking to her ex-husband?
And why wouldn’t they be joined by a waiter at some point?
And why wouldn’t the budding politician accept the waiter’s invitation 
to go downstairs to the casino?
And so the play, the budding politician, the waiter and the ex-husband 
are immediately able to become alienated, to immediately descend 
together, and become seduced into mixing noble beliefs with lust, 
greed, pride and the fear of failure.

As mentioned, the budding politician seeks the middle way. But the 
ex-husband and the waiter are also looking for the middle way. The 
middle way, which is tenaciously sought by everyone, but which in the 
meantime just as quickly disappears – along with everyone.

Beckett Boulevard, a play of which we only know that it starts somewhere 
and that it ends somewhere.
A badly-made play.

Performance in Dutch - no subtitles

thursday

20:00 
deSingel -  

Theatre Studio

Credits

text, direction, set Jan Lauwers | music Maarten 

Seghers | with Grace Ellen Barkey, Jules Beckman, 

Anna Sophia Bonnema, Hans Petter Melø Dahl, 

Benoît Gob, Mohamed Toukabri, Maarten 

Seghers | costumes Lot Lemm | direction assistance, 

dramaturgy Elke Janssens | light Marjolein Demey, 

Jan Lauwers | sound Ditten Lerooij | production, 

technics Marjolein Demey, Kurt Bethuyne | 

a Needcompany productie | Co-production 

Kunstenfestivaldesarts, KunstFestSpiele 

Herrenhausen, FIBA ‐ Festival Internacional de 

Buenos Aires, Künstlerhaus Mousonturm |with 

the support of the Flemish Community

20:00 
deSingel -  

Red Hall

The Blind Poet 
A journey through family histories
Jan Lauwers & Needcompany

The idea for The Blind Poet arose when the theatre maker and artist Jan 
Lauwers visited the Great Mosque in Córdoba. During the period when 
Spain was under Moorish rule (711-1031), Córdoba was the commercial 
and cultural capital of the world. Women were powerful, atheism was 
normal. Paris was a provincial town and Charlemagne illiterate.

However, history is written by the victors. By men. How many lies, 
chance meetings and accidents along the way have actually determined 
our ‘history’?
The Blind Poet travels through history via the family trees of all of 
Needcompany’s members. And concludes that somehow everyone 
has a connection with or similarities to someone else. The Blind Poet is 
about strong women who throw stones and end up on the pyre. About 
a crusader with a suit of armour that is too small. An infectious mixture 
of theatre, dance, music and performance.

thursday
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Friday 26 August

09:00 Move to Monty

 Meeting point at the lobby of Ramada Plaza Antwerp

10:00  ‘Meet The Arts Centres’ Monty

Arts centres presenting new projects of artists (in residence)
Beursschouwburg — Nástio Mosquito
Buda — Lotte van den Berg
campo — Sarah Vanhee
Kaaitheater — Kate McIntosh
Monty —  Ahilan Ratnamohan
Moussem — Remah Jabr 
nona — Alexander Vantournhout & Bauke Lievens
Theater Rotterdam — Urland
Vooruit — Elly Van Eeghem
Toneelschuur 
Vrijstaat De Werf — Lucinda Ra

13:00  Lunch by Monty Monty

14:00 De Man in Europe  Monty

Lucas De Man / hzt / Nieuwe Helden

15:30 Move to deSingel & coffee break

16:30  TO BREAK – The Window of Opportunity  deSingel - Black Hall

Robbert&Frank Frank&Robbert / campo

18:00 Dinner by Lara kookt voor u deSingel - Festival Center 

20:00 A reason to talk  deSingel - Music Studio

Sachli Gholamalizad / kunstZ

[ program overview ]

Helpdesk
Wunderbaum

Where contact and loneliness coincide. From her call centre high up 
in the air, Karen Vandeputte overlooks the city. Here she runs Caren’s 
Company, a helpdesk that provides virtually every available service and 
product. A conversation with ‘Caren’ is more than just a conversation, it 
is an experience. Whereas a few million years ago we crawled from the 
water onto the mainland, now Karen slowly and irrevocably crawls into 
virtual space. For all her various customers she has to master different 
specialisations. And as she constantly adopts new identities, she 
becomes increasingly detached from her old self. Helpdesk is an intimate 
performance in a spectacular location in the city, where the audience 
gradually lets go of its voyeuristic role and becomes a part of Karen’s 
fragmented reality.

Helpdesk is a part of The New Forest, a platform for social change. The 
New Forest portrays transition and takes a look at a future society. The 
New Forest is a growing partnership between Wunderbaum and various 
partners, volunteers and spectators. The New Forest consists of theatre 
performances, seminars, a film project, context programmes and online 
content. The New Forest is more real than life.

Performance in Dutch - no subtitles

thursday

Credits

play Wine Dierickx en Rosa Reuten | direction 

Matijs Jansen | sound design Richard Janssen | design 

Maarten van Otterdijk | production Linda Visser | 

technicians Rick Gobée, Bart de Lange | thanks to 

Siemen van der Werf | producer Wunderbaum | 

co-producer Rotterdamse Schouwburg

20:30 
On location in 

Antwerp
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Beursschouwburg

Beursschouwburg is a multidisciplinary arts centre, 
situated in the heart of Brussels. It’s the perfect place for 
theatrical productions, performances, films, concerts, 
exhibitions, debates, lectures, parties and a drink in 
the Beurskaffee. Beursschouwburg is recognised as 
a theatre which provides a platform for young and 
innovative artists, thus it’s the place to discover the 
famous names of tomorrow.

beursschouwburg - mission
Apart from a pile of attractively stacked bricks, 
Beursschouwburg is, for the time being, principally 
an inspiring platform for between-the-arts. Here, 
artists reflect, show, scrap and start again in an ongoing 
dialogue with thinking and creative Brusselèèrs. 
Beursschouwburg is a melting-pot and a thorn in the 
side, where art is served while it’s still hot. Where, 
now and again, artists rattle the programming. Where 
there’s more to life than art. Where performance, 
celebration, encounter and craziness all join in a merry 
dance.
Beursschouwburg makes this happen by making an 
exacting choice for younger artists (active in Brussels 
and far beyond); an integrated multidisciplinary 
approach which aims at putting the creative rather than 
only the artistic in the spotlight; offering a three-speed 
programme instead of seasons or festivals; providing 
an inescapable view of the city; exploiting its central 
location as an open meeting place; sparking genuine 
and complementary (international) collaboration.

Nástio Mosquito
The Angolan artist Nástio Mosquito 
(1981) lives and works in Ghent. 
Mosquito is a multimedia and 
performance artist who plays with 
African stereotypes within a western 
context by using himself as a central 
character in order to cast doubt on 
his own and the public’s role. In the 
visual arts, Nástio Mosquito is not 
a stranger anymore. His work was 
shown at the Venice Biennial (2015), in 
the Ikon Gallery, Birmingham (2015), 
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis 
(2013), Tate Modern, London (2012) 
and the 29th São Paulo Biennial, 
São Paulo (2010). In his five-year 
association with Beursschouwburg 
he is deliberately taking steps outside 
of the visual arts scene in order 
to further develop his stand-up 
performances, city projects and 
concertante interventions.

Contact
Tom Bonte
tom@beursschouwburg.be
+32 2 550 03 59
beursschouwburg.be
nastiomosquito.com

10:00 –13:00
Monty

fridayfriday

10:00 –13:00
Monty

Meet The Arts Centres

We devote this morning session at Monty to Dutch and 
Flemish art centres and production houses to present 
one house artist (with or without untapped international 
potential). Artistic directors will give a short Petcha 
Kutcha-style presentation. Afterwards you can mingle 
during a legendary Monty-lunch. N
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Meet The Arts Centres

CAMPO

The Ghent-based but internationally-oriented arts 
centre campo could be seen as a toolbox for artists, a 
house that covers the whole spectrum of performing 
arts: research and development, production, touring 
and presentation. It responds to artistic proposals and 
artists and challenges them with specific assignments. 
It does this both in one-off joint ventures (Tim Etchells, 
Gob Squad, Philippe Quesne, Milo Rau… ) but it can 
also be the start of a long-term trajectory (as with 
Pieter Ampe, Sarah Vanhee, Florentina Holzinger, 
or, more recently, Robbert&Frank Frank&Robbert 
and Louis Vanhaverbeke). Apart from creating its 
own productions (many of them with international 
co-producers), campo also offers support for the work 
of kindred artists and companies, and its studios are 
regularly opened to an endless series of homeless 
artists. Ever since campo started as an arts centre, it 
has been addressing new audiences/communities 
(with the special attention to young people) through 
participation projects, student festivals (Mayday 
Mayday), a monthly Neighbourhood Kitchen, debates 
on arts and politics ... Moreover, campo is also a place 
for the presentation of performance, theatre, dance and 
crossovers from Belgium and abroad.
campo was founded in January 2008 out of a fusion 
of Victoria and Nieuwpoorttheater. The substantive 
legacy and artistic expertise of the former Victoria 
(international production platform that produced 
works by a.o. Alain Platel, Jérôme Bel, Josse De Pauw  
and Tim Etchells) and Nieuwpoorttheater (a presen-
tation house focussing on fundamental research into 
the relationship between art, community, cultural 
identity, popular culture, power and the social context) 
provided the basis for campo’s artistic plan. This arts 
centre has three sites in Ghent where it can create and 
present work.

Sarah Vanhee
Sarah Vanhee’s artistic practice is 
linked to performance, visual arts 
and literature. Her work unfolds 
in different formats such as an 
auction of ideas, a meeting between 
strangers, a screamed lecture, an 
intrusion, etc. Often it is (re)created 
on location. Projects took place in 
living-rooms, in prison, in various 
assemblies, on a bench in a park, 
much on the brink of (in)visibility. 
Recent works include The C-Project, 
Turning Turning (a choreography 
of thoughts), Untitled, Lecture for 
Every One, I screamed and I screamed 
and I screamed, Oblivion. Vanhee’s 
work has been presented widely 
internationally, both in performing 
arts and visual arts contexts. Vanhee 
is co-author of Untranslatables (a guide 
to translingual dialogue), and author 
of The Miraculous Life of Claire C, TT 
and Wild.
In the fall of 2015, Oblivion premiered 
at campo, a performance with 
everything Sarah Vanhee would 
have thrown away during one 
year working and living. This new 
performance is a slow celebration 
of things unhidden. Most recently, 
Absent Images (2016), is spreading 
via public canvasses in the city and 
throughout the country. Billboard 
panels, advertising spaces, empty 
walls or windows, they all become 
carriers of a political message, a 
written apology to the refugees,  
in eight languages.
Sarah Vanhee is a co-founder and 
member of Manyone. 

Contact
Marijke Vandersmissen
marijke@campo.nu
+32 484 90 49 85
campo.nu
sarahvanhee.com

10:00 –13:00
Monty

friday

10:00 –13:00
Monty

friday

Meet The Arts Centres

Buda

Arts Centre Buda Kortrijk (Belgium) is a workspace 
for artists, a presentation platform for performance 
arts and an art house. In Buda’s workspace, the artist’s 
desire to create takes a central place. On a yearly basis, 
Buda welcomes about 150 artists (50 companies) 
who come to live and work in Kortrijk for two to 
four weeks. They have at their disposal five rehearsal 
studios (24/7) in Buda Tower, two theatre venues (and 
three screening rooms with a daily programme) in 
Budascoop, a lot of open space and a fab lab in Buda 
Factory, a boarding house to stay overnight and a 
‘YES’-team to support them in their specific needs. The 
artists in residence either present their work during 
one of the festival formats – Buda Vista (autumn and 
spring), What’s The Matter With… (spring) and the 
international arts festival next (autumn) – or they have 
informal showings for the compañeros – an audience 
as a tool for artists, eager to see (and give feedback on) 
first presentations, test versions, try-outs and other 
‘unfinished showings’. Arts Centre Buda is one of the 
biggest and most internationally-oriented workspaces 
for performance arts in Belgium. More than 50,000 
visitors per year attend one of the Buda activities.

Contact
Arts centre Buda
Agnes Quackels (artistic director)
agnes.quackels@budakortrijk.be
Kristof Jonckheere (artistic coordinator)
kristof.jonckheere@budakortrijk.be
+32 56 22 10 01
budakortrijk.be
Lotte van den Berg / The Third Space Foundation
info@lottevandenberg.nu 
+31 6 24 72 33 54
lottevandenberg.nu

Lotte van den Berg
The Dutch theatre maker Lotte 
van den Berg is one of the artists 
supported by Buda. Her current 
mission is to make the conflicts and 
contradictions that are present in 
society apparent, to examine them 
collectively and raise awareness about 
them. In recent years, she has been 
developing Building Conversation, 
a dialogical artwork inspired by 
conversation techniques from 
all over the world.  Conversation 
as performance, executed and 
performed with participants in cities 
all over Europe.
‘Conversation without words’, 
‘Impossible conversation on God’ 
and ‘Agonistic conversation’ are some 
examples of conversation techniques 
Lotte will keep on building in the 
years to come.
Next to this ‘small work’, she’s 
working on dying together (2017) / 
orgy alone (2019), a diptych for 500 
spectators who, in different settings, 
make up the scenography of silent 
performances that challenge the 
notions ‘alone’ and ‘together’. In co-
production with Ruhrtriennale and 
Theater Rotterdam.
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Meet The Arts Centres

Monty

Monty is more than a venue: it has the most remarkable 
back wall of all Europe. Dixit Milo Rau. Monty is a 
small-scale arts organisation with high-level output in 
both quality and quantity.
Monty has come a long way: they started in in 1985 
and a few years later were recognised and subsidised 
as an arts centre. Their main objective has always 
been ‘to go against the grain’, whether in production 
or presentation of dance, film, video, theatre or live 
art. Monty was the spot to witness ‘new’ remarkable 
performances and emerging artists. In the course of 
time Monty differentiated less: it specialised in dance 
and theatre.
From 2017 onwards Monty will focus even more, if not 
exclusively, on theatre. Because they know that they live 
in very disruptive times in which they are confronted 
with very complicated questions. And politicians are 
disoriented too.
Therefore Monty believes that the challenge, again 
like in the 1960s and 1970s, is for the artists to speak 
about the world, to speak about society: no hermetic art 
anymore, no art for the sake of art, no ‘l’art pour’ l’art’. 
Communication prevails.
Because they believe that the artists and the arts are the 
only possible means to speak about the world without 
referring explicitly to it. Because art can really change 
stubborn views, conceptions, discourses and ingrained 
convictions. And because it can generate new insights or 
an aha-erlebnis.
Not by ‘explicit theatre’, but with more explicit 
‘political’ theatre with points of view that are rooted in 
life.
During the last decade Monty presented and produced 
increasingly society-oriented activities and was able to 
take the public along while audiences also became more 
diverse.

Ahilan Ratnamohan
Monty will introduce a new artist:  
Ahilan Ratnamohan, an Australian 
artist with Sri Lankan roots, married 
to a Belgian. They were enchanted 
by his former work and Monty 
co-produced a performance  about 
the perception of black people by 
palefaces. Ratnamohan’s next co-
production with Monty will deal with 
colonialism.

Contact
Denis Van Laeken 
denisvanlaeken@gmail.com
Montignystraat 3
2018 Antwerpen
+32 3 238 91 81
monty.be

10:00 –13:00
Monty

friday
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Kaaitheater

Kaaitheater is a Brussels arts centre in the midst of the 
world. With an emphatically international approach, 
it has been continually presenting a wide range of 
performing artists. From the 1980s to the present, from 
repertoire to experimental, from small theatre to large. 
A number of artists and companies have been closely 
associated with Kaaitheater for many years: Anne Teresa 
De Keersmaeker & Rosas, Jan Decorte, Jan Lauwers & 
Needcompany, Meg Stuart & Damaged Goods, tg stan, 
Jérôme Bel, The Wooster Group, Nature Theater of 
Oklahoma and many others.
In a world of curators and one-off hits, Kaaitheater 
offers artists a long-term commitment. In the 
conviction that art is important to man’s well-being, 
it makes a point of relating to society. In the Brussels’ 
canal district, where you see all the world’s issues 
in a nutshell, artists imagine and model the city of 
the future, with the neighbourhood as co-creators. 
It receives its audience in two different venues: the 
Kaaitheater itself (where the major productions are 
staged) and the Kaaistudio’s (a smaller theatre as well  
as a workspace and rehearsal studio for a growing 
number of performing artists).

Kate McIntosh
Kate McIntosh (New Zealand, 1974) 
creates work in a variety of different 
media, such as performance, theatre, 
video and installation. Her previous 
performances at Kaaitheater include 
Dark Matter (2009), Untried Untested 
(2012) and All Ears (2013). She is 
a member of Spin, an artist-run 
production and research platform in 
Brussels. Both humour and the link 
with science and experimentation are 
elements that frequently crop up in 
Kate’s work.
       From 2013 to 2017 Kate McIntosh will 
be artist in residence at Kaaitheater.

Contact
Lana Willems
lana.willems@kaaitheater.be
Sainctelettesquare 19
1000 Brussel
+32 2 201 58 58
info@kaaitheater.be
kaaitheater.be

spinspin.be
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NONA

Arts Centre nona in Mechelen was founded in 2001. 
Nowadays, nona produces and presents contemporary 
performing arts (theatre & dance), jazz (including 
the annual brand! Festival) and organises contour, 
a biennale of moving image at special venues 
across Mechelen. nona’s partners in crime are the 
internationally acclaimed theatre company Abattoir 
Fermé and Voetvolk, a dance/performance group 
founded around dancer/choreographer Lisbeth Gruwez 
and composer/musician Maarten Van Cauwenberghe. 
nona mainly supports young artists in a very profound 
way. Among other youngsters, Alexander Vantournhout 
and Bauke Lievens can develop their skills and do the 
necessary artistic research within a new field, where 
contemporary circus and dance challenge each other.

Contact
Bart Vanvoorden
bart@nona.be
+32 475 50 11 30
nona.be

Alexander Vantournhout  
& Bauke Lievens
Alexander Vantournhout (Roeselare, 
1989) studied contemporary dance 
at p.a.r.t.s. (Performing Arts and 
Research Studios, Brussels) and single 
wheel at esac (Ecole Supérieure des 
Arts du Cirque, Brussels). He has 
created a number of solos including 
Caprices (2014), an evening filled with a 
choreographic solo and homage to the 
music of Salvatore Sciarrino.
Bauke Lievens works as a dramaturge 
for circus, theatre and dance. She 
studied Performance Studies at the 
University of Ghent and Philosophy 
of Contemporary Arts at the 
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. 
She is currently teaching and working 
on a two-to-four-year research project 
on the methods for artistic research 
used in the creation of contemporary 
circus (kask, School of Arts, Ghent).
Together, they have created a solo 
called aneckxander, which became 
Laureate of Circus next 2014, a 
European platform for circus talent 
(BE). In the summer of 2015 the 
performance won the Audience and 
the Young Theatre Awards of taz, 
Ostend (BE). Recently aneckxander 
was selected for het Theaterfestival 
2016 and belongs to the Aerowaves 
2016 shortlist of twenty young 
choreographers.
Currently, Vantournhout and 
Lievens are working on a second 
performance, called d u m m y, for two 
male performers. One (he) is active, 
the other (him) seemingly dead 
and passive. He tries to manipulate 
him into becoming the ideal dance 
or sparring partner. However, in 
that attempt, he himself was made 
into a thing. Together, they dance a 
forced duet. d u m m y is a quest for 
nuance in what seems to be a strict 
duality. Two bodies measure up the 
supposed borders between intimacy 
and perversion, between subject and 
object, finally blurring the lines of 
division into a mutual vice versa.

10:00 –13:00
Monty
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Moussem

Moussem Nomadic Arts Center questions the prevailing 
artistic canon and reflects on the consequences of 
globalisation caused by old and new migratory flows. 
Moussem’s international operations focus on artists 
who are either directly connected with the Arab world, 
or evidence an openness toward it. Moussem directs 
its activities, which it consciously chooses to integrate 
within the mainstream art houses in Flanders, Brussels 
and Europe, towards a diverse urban audience. 
Moussem positions itself as an international crossroads 
in the Flemish art field. This is reflected in its many 
artistic collaborations.

Contact
Cees Vossen
cees@moussem.be
+32 484 92 73 72
moussem.be

Remah Jabr
Remah Jabr was born in Nablus, 
Palestine in 1980 and came to Brussels 
along the trajectory which the kvs 
was setting up in Palestine. She 
played in the performance Keffiyeh 
/ Made in China, a co-production of 
kvs in Brussels (be) and a.m. Qattan 
Foundation in Palestine. She finished 
her theatre studies, getting her 
Master in the Arts as a theatre maker 
and a play writer at ritcs in Brussels 
in June 2014.
Remah Jabr wrote and directed 
several plays such as Two Ladybugs, The 
Prisoner and The Apartment. Her work 
often plays in a surreal twilight zone. 
In a time which doesn’t exist. During 
her residency at Moussem Nomadic 
Arts Centre in 2015, she wrote and 
directed the play High Heels and Stuffed 
Zucchini. Recently, she collaborated 
with Jozef Wouters in his project 
Infini 1-15 at Kunstenfestivaldesarts. 
Remah Jabr is currently living and 
working in Canada and writing a new 
play for a young audience. This co-
production with De Maan, hetpaleis 
and Moussem Nomadic Arts Centre 
and will be staged in Belgium next 
year. Remah Jabr writes the fairy tale 
Raya about a girl who suddenly finds 
herself being cold-shouldered by 
everyone. Would that be because she 
has green hair? Handala, an iconic 
Palestinian cartoon character, helps 
her find an answer.
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Toneelschuur

Stichting de Toneelschuur (theatre) &  
Stichting Toneelschuur Producties (production house)
De Toneelschuur is the leading and specialist stage for 
contemporary productions of theatre, film and its own 
productions in Haarlem. It is a successful symbiosis of 
own productions, cinema and theatre, boasting national 
appeal.
As de Volkskrant wrote a few years ago ‘Every city  
has a ‘Schouwburg’ (theatre) but Haarlem has de Toneelschuur: 
a gem to be proud of’.
Hundreds of theatre productions are held each year 
and quality films are screened seven days a week, 
twelve months a year in the building designed by the 
cartoonist Joost Swarte. In 2015, over 165,000 visitors 
flocked to de Toneelschuur and the productions created 
by Toneelschuur Producties. De Toneelschuur is the 
most popular theatre in Haarlem. The programming is 
broad and diverse and aimed at anyone of any age who 
loves high-quality theatre, dance and art (art house). 
Moreover its successful own productions, the extensive 
educational programme and youth programming 
guarantee de Toneelschuur’s national reputation. De 
Toneelschuur is a theatre that is more than a residence, 
a building where there’s always something happening, 
a hospitable place where the public and the performers 
feel at home and simply love to be.

Contact
Loesje Riethof
loesje@toneelschuur.nl
toneelschuur.nl
toneelschuurproducties.nl

Toneelschuur Producties
Toneelschuur Producties is the 
largest and oldest production house 
in the Netherlands. It guides young, 
talented theatre makers along a 
multi-year project at the artistic, 
production and business level to 
become outstanding theatre makers.
Many artistic leaders and directors 
of large companies in the 
Netherlands began their careers at 
Toneelschuur Producties: Gerardjan 
Rijnders (independent director, 
writer and actor), Alize Zandwijk 
(artistic director at Ro Theater), Ira 
Judkovskaya (artistic director at 
Tryater), Thibaud Delpeut (artistic 
leader at Utrechtse Spelen) and Casper 
VandePutte (director Nationale 
Toneel).
The Toneelschuur Producties 
2016-2017 season includes theatre 
productions by Olivier Diepenhorst, 
Paul Knieriem, Maren E. Bjørseth and 
Nina Spijkers.

10:00 –13:00
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Theater Rotterdam

Productiehuis Rotterdam is the producing department 
of the Rotterdamse Schouwburg where a new 
generation of theatre makers gets the opportunity to 
develop a personal theatrical language in a professional 
environment. It gives them room to grow, supports 
them on artistic, financial, promotion and production 
levels and introduces them to fellow thinkers, audiences 
and networks both nationally and internationally. 
Productiehuis Rotterdam is led by Tanja Elstgeest and 
Dave Schwab.
Currently, Productiehuis Rotterdam is working with 
the performance collectives Urland, Copycats, kobe 
(Nastaran Razawi Khorastani and Davy Pieters), Le 
Mouton Noir and Tijdelijke Samenscholing; with 
choreographers Ola Maciejewska, Alida Dors and 
Rita Vilhena; and with Rebekka de Wit / De Nwe 
Tijd. Furthermore, Productiehuis Rotterdam hosts 
international residences.
In the past Productiehuis Rotterdam produced work by 
Joachim Robbrecht, Sarah Moeremans / Moeremans & 
Sons, Wunderbaum, Schwalbe and Edit Kaldor, to name 
a few. As from 2017, Productiehuis Rotterdam will be 
the talent development department of the new Theater 
Rotterdam.

Contact
Tanja Elstgeest
t.elstgeest@productiehuisrotterdam.nl
+31 10 404 41 11
productiehuisrotterdam.nl
urland.nl

Urland
Performance collective Urland 
was founded in 2010 at the 
Theatre Academy of Maastricht. 
The collective consists of Ludwig 
Bindervoet, Thomas Dudkiewicz, 
Marijn Alexander de Jong and Jimi 
Zoet, all in their twenties. Urland 
constricts itself with several theatrical 
handicaps in order to free itself from 
its bounds. The collective chooses 
seemingly contradictory principles 
to be able to broaden its own as well 
as the spectators’ minds, joining 
different (sub)cultures such as Dutch 
Gabber and Wagnerian opera, Nazi 
Germany and American sitcom, 
science-fiction epics and musical 
theatre, Heiner Müller and Death 
metal.
In 2014, Urland started developing 
an Internet Trilogy, a search for 
contrasts and connections between 
the Prometheia of Aeschylus and 
the Internet. Part ii (2015), entitled 
Explorer/Prometheus Unchained, is made 
in collaboration with crew_Eric 
Joris (be). Part iii, about The Internet 
of Things, in which Urland looks 
back on mankind through the eyes 
of objects and the development of 
artificial intelligence, will premiere in 
The Hague in September 2016.
Urland is also inspired by 
videogames. The similarities between 
the worlds of theatre and gaming 
are infinite. With great affinity for 
both worlds they are now working on 
the creation of their first interactive 
video game. Urland is affiliated with 
Productiehuis Rotterdam.
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Meet The Arts Centres

Vrijstaat de Werf

Vrijstaat De Werf is the temporary name for the fusion 
of the arts centres Vrijstaat O. in Ostend and De Werf in 
Bruges. This new organisation will start its activities as 
from 1 January 2017.

As a big arts centre, Vrijstaat De Werf would like to 
become the reference in jazz, performing arts, visual 
arts and literature both nationally and internationally. 
It will dedicate itself to the development, research, 
production and presentation of the work – in relation 
to the proper context – of artists, and stimulate the 
interaction between artists. The indoor and outdoor 
character of the new arts centre will be perceptible 
through adapted presentation formats.

Vrijstaat De Werf has four operating bases: De Werf and 
De Groenplaats in Bruges, the Vrijstaat O. space at the 
seaside and a new location for visual arts residences, 
Freestate Raversyde.

Lucinda Ra
Resident artists of Vrijstaat De Werf 
are the collective Lucinda Ra: Simon 
Allemeersch, Stefanie Claes, Barbara 
Claes, Maarten De Vrieze, Giovanni 
Barcella, Jeroen Van Herzeele, Mario 
Debaene, Bart Capelle and Brigitte 
Mys. A collective of closely related 
artists, musicians and theatre makers 
in which cooperation and individual 
work are developed.
They are interested in reality and the 
world in which they live. Through a 
dialogue with a specific context and 
by staying in one spot for a longer 
period of time, they each time develop 
a special content and a view on that 
context and, most of all, on their own 
work.
Work such as The Fioretti Project and 
Rabot 4-358 has enabled them to build 
up a specific know-how and to do 
research into social fields of tension 
such as urbanism, gentrification, 
psychiatry and assistance.

Contact
dewerf.be
Pascal Lervant 
pascal.lervant@dewerf.be
050 33 05 29
vrijstaat-o.be
Hendrik Tratsaert  
hendrik@vrijstaat-o.be
059 26 51 27

10:00 –13:00
Monty

friday

10:00 –13:00
Monty

friday

Meet The Arts Centres

Vooruit

Kunstencentrum Vooruit, a vibrant arts centre in the 
heart of the city of Ghent, welcomes approximately 
350,000 visitors annually. Vooruit is developing a 
contemporary, international artistic policy, based on 
a multidisciplinary vision (Performing Arts / Music/
Books / City & Transition). As part of the City & 
Transition programme, Vooruit has joined forces with 
artists and city residents to seek out new and fresh 
approaches to artistic reflection. Over the past few years, 
under the name ‘urban residences’, Vooruit has assisted 
artists who consider the public space their workplace. 
They are given support with artistic research, which 
touches on concepts such as commitment, urban 
appeal, public space, transition, etc. They try to involve 
city residents as co-researchers and are continuously on 
the look-out for new opportunities to collaborate.

Contact
Marieke Demunck
marieke.demunck@vooruit.be
+32 476 31 30 70
vooruit.be

Elly Van Eeghem
Elly Van Eeghem (1983), a resident 
of the city, has a multidisciplinary, 
creative approach based on an urban 
context. Her oeuvre is shaped by 
interventions in the public space, 
video, photography and text. She 
analyses social and physical changes 
in the city, creating a link with 
suburbs in various Western cities 
(Paris, Montreal, Berlin) and in her 
home city (Bloemekeswijk (Flower 
Quarter), Eiland Malem (Malem 
Island), Nieuw Gent (New Ghent)). To 
achieve her goal, she works in close 
cooperation with neighbourhood 
organisations and residents.
She is currently working on a project 
in Nieuw Gent. It is the third stage 
of Elly’s research entitled (Dis)placed 
Interventions, which was initiated in 
2012.

Elly van eeghem
 - siedlung ©
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fridaypublic program highlights from the lowlands 

Credits

From & with Robbert&Frank Frank&Robbert | 

Coaching Pol Heyvaert | Sound design Koenraad 

Vandersyppe | Technique Piet Depoortere, 

Koenraad Vandersyppe, Wout Janssens | 

Production Campo | Thanks to Charlotte Vanden 

Eynde, Roman Vaculik | With the support of The 

Flemish Community, The Province of East 

Flanders, The City of Ghent

16:30–18:00
deSingel -  

Black Hall

TO BREAK – 
The Window of Opportunity 
Robbert&Frank Frank&Robbert / CAMPO 

Robust, honest materials lay scattered along a desolate plain. Wood, 
metal and some plastic here and there. Besides that: emptiness. In what 
wilderness have we found ourselves? Are we in Saudi-Arabia? Arizona? 
Is it an abandoned beach? Little by little, the landscape is filled with 
colour and the elements come to life ingeniously. From then on, we 
leave on a road trip across time and its Window of Opportunity.  

Previously, the young makers Robbert&Frank Frank&Robbert – 
alchemists of the visual arts, cowboys of slapstick – were the creative 
minds behind a journey into space in campo. Their second creation to 
break – The Window of Opportunity is a visual installation brought to life, 
with an inevitable ending.

friday public program highlights from the lowlands 

Credits

concept, direction, play Lucas De Man | video 

editing, direction Ruut van der Beele | camera Ton 

Vorselaars, Pepijn Robben | dramaturgy, project 

manager Kimberly Major | journalistic support 

Tomas Vanheste | assistant to the director Tom 

Dijkstra | with the cooperation of Matthijs Rümke, 

Marjolein Roozen, Prof. dr. Hans Trapman, 

Jonas Staal, Prof. Jan van der Stock, Simon 

Allemeersch, Prof. dr. Lieven de Cauter, Prof. 

Michal Targowski, Slawomir Sierakowski, Miasto 

Jest Nasze, Giorgio de Finis, Niccolo Capponi, 

Raúl Sánchez Cedillo, Florian Malzacher, Valerio 

Bonnani, Lotte van den Berg, Engin Önder, 

Nagehan Uskan, Prof. Emra Safa Gürkan, Anna 

Lazou, Gared Gutenschwager, Prof. Sokratis 

Koniordos, Nikos Stampoulopoulos, Poka 

Yio, Paris Legakis, Christian Utpatel, mmmm 

art collective, Social Muscle Club and others 

scientists, artists and visionaries from the 

Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Poland, Spain, 

Italy, Turkey and Greece

14:00 –15:30
Monty

De Man in Europe
Lucas De Man / Het  Zuidelijk Toneel / Nieuwe Helden

Attacks on European territory, refugees in overcrowded trains and closed borders. 
We can no longer ignore it: our European society is under pressure. 

The development our continent is currently undergoing is the starting 
point for De Man in Europe. For this performance, Lucas De Man visited 
seventeen cities in eight European countries within the space of a 
month. He spoke to historians about the great ‘old’ philosophers and 
creators such as Hieronymus Bosch, Erasmus, Thomas More and Luther, 
as well as contemporary creators: artists, philosophers and socially 
creative people in the broadest sense of the word, all searching for new 
ways to live together in these times of change.

In this way Lucas de Man compares the time in which our continent 
now finds itself with the former all-determining transitional period: 
from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance. At that time, in only seventy 
years, a generation of visionaries arose whose ideas formed the basis for 
today’s Europe. Do we have people like this now, too? Lucas shares with 
us the most important visions and points of contention among a new 
generation of Europeans.
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Saturday 27 August

9:30  Pitches and showcases deSingel - 

Pitches by Nick Steur, taat, Tine Van Aerschot  Blue Foyer & Music Studio

and Sanja Mitrović – Showcase by Davy Pieters

11:30  Move to hEtPaLEis

12:00  The Great Downhill Journey of Little Tommy  hEtPaLEis 

Jonas Vermeulen and Boris Van Severen 

13:15  Move to Matterhorn

13:45 - 15:45 Lunch Speed Dating Concept  Matterhorn

 with city theatres and companies

17:00 Mount Olympus  Toneelhuis

Troubleyn / Jan Fabre
(duration: 24h)

18:00 Dinner by Lara kookt voor u deSingel - Festival Center 

20:00 The Hamilton Complex  deSingel - Red Hall

hetpaleis & Sontag / Lies Pauwels

20:30 Helpdesk  On location in Antwerp

Wunderbaum

public program highlights from the lowlands 

Credits

Concept & cast Sachli Gholamalizad | Design & 

technique Steven Brys | Coaching Greet Vissers 

| Soundscape Andrew Claes | Production Team 

Mulanga Nkolo, Sanne De Ridder (intern), 

Gloria Ribeiro (intern) | Thanks to Shokat Armon, 

Bart Baele, Julie De Clercq, Zeynab Hamedani 

Mojarad, Ehsan Hemmat, Senjan Jansen, Bart 

Van Nuys | Production kunstZ, kvs | With the support 

of the Flemish Community, the City of Antwerp

20:00
deSingel - 

Music Studio

A reason to talk 
Sachli Gholamalizad

Sachli Gholamalizad (°1982) is a Belgian actress and theatre maker 
of Iranian origin. She studied drama at the ritcs in Brussels. She 
followed method acting with Jack Waltzer (a lifelong member of the 
Actors Studio) for a year in Paris. She could be seen on television in, for 
example, Witse, Aspe, Ella and will soon play the lead in the new vtm 
fiction series about the Antwerp cell of the State Security. She has also 
acted in films (De Helaasheid Der Dingen (The Misfortune of Things)), 
theatre productions (by, for example, Theater Zuidpool, Moussem, 
Union Suspecte and Mokhallad Rasem) and video clips (Dez Mona, 
Amaryllis and deus).
In A reason to talk, she searches for an explanation for the difficult 
relationship with her mother. She delves into her family past and 
confronts both her mother and her grandmother. Is that difficult 
relationship inherent in growing up in two different cultures, or is it 
inherent to a mother-daughter dynamic?
Sachli edits film images she made herself (from Iran and Belgium),  
diary passages, memories, novels and soundscapes into a very  
intimate performance. The many layers and contradictions in the  
lives of these three women are brought to life on stage through  
the use of various media.

Contact
kvs.be/en/sachli-gholamalizad
Catherine Vervaecke
catherine.vervaecke@kvs.be
+32 485 72 33 30
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Pitch 

TAAT (Theatre as Architecture 
Architecture as Theatre )

During their successful cooperation on khor i,  
a do-it-yourself theatre installation for the World 
Expo Floriade 2012 in Venlo (nl), Dutch theatre maker 
Gert-Jan Stam and Belgian architect Breg Horemans 
discovered how their respective disciplines could 
challenge and enrich each other. They started working 
together as taat, operating on the cutting edge of 
theatre, architecture, the visual arts and design with 
projects such as khor ii and hall33. taat investigates 
the tension between performance and the ‘narrative 
potential’ of space. taat projects show a strong social 
involvement and apply an offline open source process  
of transdisciplinary, dit (do-it-together), experience-
based co-creation.

Oedipus:  
a theatre as theatre
Oedipus: a theatre as theatre is the 
working title of taat’s next 
ambitious project. The project 
redefines the entire theatre building 
as the ‘architectural dramaturgy’ of 
the classic Oedipus play. Challenging 
the boundaries of myth, psychology, 
theatre and architecture. Created 
in an Offline Open Source Process 
involving artists, playwrights, 
psychologists, interior designers a.o.
A dit theatre experience custom-
made for your theatre and audience.

Contact
Gert-Jan Stam 
gert-jan@taat-projects.com
Breg Horemans 
breg@taat-projects.com 
Edwige Leblay 
edwige@taat-projects.com
taat-projects.com

09:30 –11:30
deSingel -  

Blue Foyer & 

Music Studio

saturdaypitches and showcases

Pitch 

Nick Steur / SoAP

‘Through my performance-installations I try to communicate. 
The works change on every new location, because a location 
also communicates.’ Nick Steur graduated at the Theatre 
Academy in Maastricht (nl) as a theatrical performer. 
Though many think of him primarily as a visual artist, 
he is keen on the live aspect of performance: ‘I think it’s 
important that spectators become aware of the present, and their 
own presence in it.’ Rather than grand gestures, his actions 
are very functional; connecting a cable, moving an 
object or rearrange space using the natural elements or 
materials found on location . This approach succeeds in 
communicating subtle changes in time and space, and 
perhaps people.
Nick Steur won the 2011 Laureate Young Theatre Award 
at taz festival and the 2013 Fringe First for Best New 
Writing. In 2015 he was selected for Circuit X.

A piece of 2 – balancing 
human sized rocks
Performance artist Nick Steur 
balances rocks with the utmost 
concentration and with unbelievable 
precision. His performance freeze!, 
in which he placed little rocks one 
upon another, won the kbc Young 
Theatre Prize during taz#2011 and is 
a worldwide success.
This brand-new piece is a ceaseless 
search for a temporary balance on a 
much larger scale. Two human-sized 
rocks will be balanced with utmost 
precision in search of the everlasting 
tension between man and nature.

Contact
Nick Steur
nicksteur@gmail.com
+31 6 47 83 50 21
nicksteur.com

09:30 –11:30
              -  

Blue Foyer & 

Music Studio

saturday
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Pitch 

Sanja Mitrović  /  
Stand Up Tall Productions 

Sanja Mitrović is a theatre maker, performer, and the 
artistic director of Stand Up Tall Productions. She 
was born in 1978 in Zrenjanin in the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia. In her childhood she was a 
member of the Union of Pioneers of Yugoslavia and 
of the Youth Centre ballet studio in Zrenjanin. She 
graduated in Japanese language and literature from 
the University of Belgrade, and emigrated to the 
Netherlands in 2001, where she graduated in Mime 
Studies from the Amsterdam University of the Arts. 
Early works include Dhanu (2005), Shame (2006) and 
Books Once Read Make Good Bullet-Proofing (2007). Her 
production Will You Ever Be Happy Again? (2008), which 
premiered at the Centre for Cultural Decontamination 
in Belgrade, was awarded the bng Nieuwe Theater-
makersprijs in 2010, an annual distinction for the 
best young director organised by Theater Instituut 
Nederland, and was nominated for the Prix Jardin 
d’Europe.
In recent years, her works have been commissioned, 
produced and presented internationally, by theatres 
and festivals including Kunstenfestivaldesarts (be), 
Züricher Theater Spektakel (ch), La Comédie de Reims 
and Festival Scènes d’Europe (fr), Schaubühne (de), 
Huis aan de Werf, Festival aan de Werf and spring 
Festival (nl), European Capital of Culture 2012 (pt), 
Beursschouwburg (be), Tanzquartier Wien (at), Teatro 
Nacional São João (pt), and Théâtre de la Bastille 
(fr). They include A Short History of Crying (2010), 
accompanied by a comprehensive publication released 
in 2011, Crash Course Chit Chat (2012), speak! (2013) and  
Do You Still Love Me? (2015).
Over the course of her career Mitrović has collaborated 
with and appeared in works by, among others, Milo 
Rau/International Institute for Political Murder, 
Montažstroj, and Nicole Beutler. As from 2014, she lives 
in Brussels.

Contact
Liesbeth Stas, production manager  
liesbeth@standuptall.org
+32 485 16 11 98
sanjamitrovic.com

I Am Not Ashamed of My 
Communist Past  
by Sanja Mitroviċ and 
Vladimir Aleksiċ
In this performance, acclaimed theatre 
maker Sanja Mitrović  and Serbian actor 
Vladimir Aleksić address the recent 
history of the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia, a country which now 
exists only in imagination and memory. 
And yet, the fundamental idea of the 
republic as a multi-ethnic, multi-religious, 
socialist state is still relevant for the 
European struggles of today. This is the 
conviction which brought together these 
two performers and childhood friends, 
who both emigrated in 2001. While Sanja 
still lives and works in Western Europe, 
Vladimir returned to Serbia, rebuilding 
his life there.
Their investigation takes place through 
a dialogue between film and theatre. The 
performers employ a variety of strategies  
– from voice-over and real-time dubbing to 
physical reconstructions and fictional  
set-ups – in order to intertwine the course 
of their lives with the history of the Yugo-
slav territories and open up a host of seem-
ingly unrelated themes: the socialist past, 
the anti-fascist struggle, the welfare state, 
the sense of community, the nationalist 
wars, the post-socialist transformation, the 
neoliberal revisionism, deindustrialisation 
and the devastation of their hometown, 
which was once an economic giant.
Mitrović and Aleksić use the case of Avala 
Film, one of the most important Yugoslav 
film studios that was recently sold, as a sym-
bolic framework for the story of their lives. 
What has been lost in the period of 
transition and how do these two 
performers cope with the sense of loss? 
In today’s society, can we hold on to 
values inherited from a country which 
has disappeared? Do we, as a community, 
come together only to mourn and protest? 
Or is it possible to remain loyal to ideals 
in which we once believed and to work 
together towards their realisation? 
This performance brings face-to-face 
the embodied personal memories of 
performers and images of a national 
cinema to investigate what remains 
from the shared values of solidarity and 
social justice in times of materialistic 
individuality.

09:30 –11:30
deSingel -  

Blue Foyer & 

Music Studio

saturdaypitches and showcases

Pitch 

Tine Van Aerschot

Tine Van Aerschot has just turned forty-five when her 
first theatre performance I have no thoughts, and this is 
one of them premieres in 2006. The work is very well 
received, partly because of the wonderful contribution 
of Claire Marshall, one of the founders of Forced 
Entertainment. Triple Trooper Trevor Trumpet Girl is 
next. For this piece she collaborates with the Canadian 
actress Tracy Wright and the Dutch actress Carly Wijs. 
This work has very good reviews, too, but sadly Tracy 
Wright becomes ill immediately after the premiere and 
dies a short time later. Performances are suspended. 
Despite the illness, Tine and Tracy keep on working on 
what eventually, long after Tracy is gone, becomes the 
performance we are not afraid of the dark.  After this, it is 
time to re-evaluate work, world and living, resulting 
in a little book and a pop-up cabinet of curiosities both 
entitled A Partial Exposure of a Half Decent Elephant. This 
research evolves into when in doubt, duck, a theatre piece 
made in collaboration with Jonathan Burrows, Mira 
Helmer, Nic Lloyd, hans w. koch, Connie Nijman and 
Noha Ramadan.
Before 2006, Tine Van Aerschot worked as a graphical 
designer and dramaturge for Damaged Goods, Simone 
Aughterlony, Christine Desmedt, Sarah Chase and 
many others.

Contact
Tine Van Aerschot
tvanaerschot@hotmail.com
+32 472 61 63 20
Klein Verzet
Karolien Derwael
karolien@kleinverzet.org
+32 474 64 08 54
kleinverzet.org

when in doubt, duck
Years ago, when Tine Van 
Aerschot first attended a subtitled 
performance, she started developing 
an idea for a production in which the 
transition of the spoken word to the 
written word or the word that is read 
would be the central character. when 
in doubt, duck is that performance. It 
turned out to be a text as an orchestral 
score, a performance as a concert. The 
protagonist in this show is the text. 
In a certain sense that’s always the 
case, but here the actors are not only 
charged with conveying the content, 
but also with translating the text and 
making its various interpretations 
readable.
During the preparation of her piece, 
Tine Van Aerschot said: ‘I realise that I 
am, I exist, I live in a time where everything 
seems possible, in a time when I myself can 
access more or less all of the accumulated 
knowledge in the world. And best of all, 
because of all this information, all of this 
knowledge, nothing stays what it seems 
to be anymore. Not one universal truth 
remains and everything is in a constant 
state of change’.
‘While innovations like memristors and 
Higgs bosons keep overtaking our already 
extremely hasty evolution, individual 
conservatism grows. I recognize the 
resistance to change in others, I recognize 
the resistance to change in human history 
and I recognize it in myself. The opposing 
wind is fed by fear. The opposing current 
wants everything to remain stationary and 
unchanged.’
when in doubt, duck tries to approach 
this duality with language. The 
performance also tries to establish 
that each understanding is a truly 
personal translation, that every 
reading is coloured by someone’s 
background. It shows that every 
translation reveals a wealth of 
interesting, amusing and intriguing 
variations.

09:30 –11:30
deSingel -  

Blue Foyer & 

Music Studio

saturday
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Credits

Text & concept Jonas Vermeulen & Boris Van 

Severen | Performance, vocal, guitar & keys Jonas 

Vermeulen | Performance, vocal & guitar Boris 

Van Severen | Bass guitar Pieter-Jan Janssen | 

Drums Thomas Deckx | Live drawings Sarah Yu 

Zeebroek / Maily Beyrens | Coaching Pieter-Jan 

De Wyngaert | Sound Jonas Castelijns | Light & 

surtitles Tom De Roy

The Great Downhill Journey  
of Little Tommy 
Jonas Vermeulen and Boris Van Severen

The Great Downhill Journey of Little Tommy is a tale about Tommy who 
leaves his safe town on top of a hill to see the sea for the first time in 
his life. On his way down he meets those whom for some reason aren’t 
allowed or don’t belong in the city.
A journey through music history that gives the floor to the outsiders of 
society. A coming-of-age performance as a musical trip.

12:00–13:15
HETPALEIS 

saturdaypitches and showcases

Showcase 

Davy Pieters

Davy Pieters (°1988) is Dutch director based in 
Amsterdam. Davy makes performance-theatre with 
a strong visual character combining different genres 
such as dance, music, mime, text and visual arts. She 
studied directing at the Toneelacademie Maastricht. For 
her graduation she won the Henriette Hustinx Prize. 
After her graduation, she made several performances 
at Frascati Producties in Amsterdam: An Elephant, 
The Truth about Kate (selection Theatre Festival the 
Netherlands, Circuit X, nomination for bng Nieuwe 
Theatermakersprijs),  How did I die, Made in Here. 
Recently, she created the performance Re-enactment of 
the Now with Theater Utrecht for Spring Festival and 
Oerol. This performance will tour again next year. 
Besides her work as a director she’s also co-founder 
of the performance collective kobe. kobe creates 
performances for various scenes such as clubs, festivals, 
museums and theatre.

Davy Pieters’ work
Davy will present recent and 
upcoming work during the showcase. 
Re-enactment of the Now is a live cli-fi 
documentary on an outside location. 
It’s a visual and filmic performance 
in which the audience looks back at 
the present from a faraway future. 
It’s 2016. Climate change threatens 
the world. On a daily basis we’re 
confronted with this fact, how come 
it’s still hard to acknowledge? The 
Unpleasant Surprise  (premiere in 
2017) questions the way we deal with 
images of violence. Mostly situated 
in the lives of others. What’s our role 
as a spectator? A physical and visual 
performance about the need to have a 
more personal connection with these 
realities.

Contact
Davy Pieters
davyapieters@gmail.com
+31 6 45 74 68 40
davypieters.nl

09:30 –11:30
deSingel -  

Blue Foyer & 

Music Studio

saturday
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public program theaterfestival 
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Credits

performers Lore Borremans, Katrien Bruyneel, 

Annabelle Chambon, Cédric Charron, Tabitha 

Cholet, Renée Copraij, Anny Czupper, Els 

Deceukelier, Barbara De Coninck, Piet Defrancq, 

Stella Höttler, Sven Jakir, Ivana Jozic, Marina 

Kaptijn, Gustav Koenigs, Colline Libon, Moreno 

Perna, Gilles Polet, Pietro Quadrino, Antony 

Rizzi, Matteo Sedda, Merel Severs, Kasper 

Vandenberghe, Lies Vandewege, Andrew Van 

Ostade, Marc Moon Van Overmeir, Marleen van 

Uden, Fabienne Vegt | concept, direction Jan Fabre 

| choreography Jan Fabre & dansers | text Jeroen 

Olyslaegers & Jan Fabre | music Dag Taeldeman 

| dramaturgy Miet Martens | scent artist Peter 

de Cupere | direction assistance Floria Lomme | 

projected images Phil Griffin | guest dramaturgy 

Hans-Thies Lehmann,  Luk Van den Dries, Freddy 

Decreus | production manager Sebastiaan Peeters | 

technical direction André Schneider | light technician 

Helmut Van den Meersschaut | sound and video 

technician Tom Buys | technicians Wout Janssens, 

Jan Balfoort, Vic Grevendonk | costume manager 

Kasia Mielczarek | costume assistant Maarten 

Van Mulken | props Roxane Gire, Alessandra 

Ferreri | tour management Sophie Vanden Broeck 

| production Troubleyn / Jan Fabre | co-production 

Berliner Festspiele - Foreign Affairs (Berlin, 

de), Concertgebouw Brugge, (Bruges, be), 

Stadsschouwburg Amsterdam (Julidans festival) 

(nl) | with special support of Stad Antwerpen (be) 

| supported by Angelos, Antwerp | Troubleyn / Jan 

Fabre is funded by the Flemish Community.

Mount Olympus. 
To Glorify The Cult Of Tragedy, A 24 Hour Performance 
Troubleyn / Jan Fabre

Four generations and 27 performers on stage. Language that falters, 
grows silent, rattles on or simply becomes a scream. Performers who 
dance and move, awaken and sleep. An unforgettable scene.
Mount Olympus. To Glorify The Cult Of Tragedy, A 24 Hour Performance is 
a huge chunk of history in a sea of time. It is the time of mankind, 
of the birth of tragedy, of the descent into Hell and the volcano of 
evil that constantly spews its ashes. The breeding ground is the 
arrogance, blindness and greed of man, who stumbles over god and 
commandments, and falls, again and again. And in the fall he drags 
down generations of time. We recognise the outlines of stories and 
characters from Greek tragedies, some near and yet far away. The 
cracks in these figures are opened even further by Fabre, until they are 
completely in shreds, torn apart by extreme violence, Homeric laughter 
and violent ecstasy. Mount Olympus is not an update of the Greek tragedy. 
It is an examination of the unrepresentable nature of what divides us 
and purifies us once again.
Apart from tragedy, time also plays the main role in this production. 
What is time in theatre? And what happens when you stretch time? 
Until time itself begins to unwind and unravel. It is a form of 
hallucination? Or dream? What does it feel like to land in the swamp of 
insomnia?
Mount Olympus promises to be a unique experience. Join in and climb 
the mountain, dive into the ocean; it will be unforgettable.

The performance is in German, English, French and Dutch. 

Subtitles in Dutch and English. 

duration 24h.

saturday

17:00
Toneelhuis

public program highlights from the lowlands 

Lunch Speed Dating Concept 
with city theatres and companies

This visitors’ programme closes with an informal brunch, 
where you can get acquainted with a lot of Flemish and 
Dutch theatre companies while enjoying a nice meal.

13:45 –15:45
Matterhorn

saturday
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Sunday 28 August 
[ optional ]

… > 17:00 Mount Olympus  Toneelhuis

Troubleyn / Jan Fabre
(duration: 24h)

20:00 The Hamilton Complex  deSingel - Red Hall

hetpaleis & Sontag / Lies Pauwels

20:00 Fidelis Fortibus  deSingel - Square

Circus Ronaldo

20:30 Helpdesk  On location in Antwerp

Wunderbaum

20:30 The Radicalisation of Sadettin K.  Monty

Trouble Man / Frascati Productions

Credits

concept and direction Lies Pauwels | play Anne 

Coopman, Luna De Boos, Bruce Eelen, Zita 

Fransen, Lies Genné, Robine Goedheid, Liesbeth 

Houtain, Julia Krekels, Aline Moponami, Ans 

Schoepen, Emma Van Broeckhoven, Mona 

Van Den Bossche, Lisa Van Den Houte, Stefan 

Gota | design Chloe Lamford | costume Johanna 

Trudzinski | choreography Lisi Estaras | light 

Barbara De Wit | dramaturgy Hanneke Reiziger

The Hamilton Complex 
13 girls aged 13 and 1 bodybuilder
hetpaleis & Sontag / Lies Pauwels

The Hamilton Complex is a physical, visual and philosophical performance 
about those moments in life when things start to tip over. Does a 
tipping point also define your identity?
Thirteen girls aged 13 shamelessly quote, copy and mix up the past and 
present. They sweep away any kind of security from under your feet. 
Nothing is what it seems. A bodybuilder looks on, comforts, soothes and 
creates order.

Following its opening performance in August 2015 , the audience 
showered The Hamilton Complex with superlatives. It recently received 
the hetpaleis audience prize and has been nominated for a Silver 
Cricket for the most impressive youth production in the Netherlands.

Helpdesk
Wunderbaum

For a description, see page 18
Performance in Dutch - no subtitles

20:00 
deSingel -  

Red Hall

20:30 
On location in 

Antwerp

saturday
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sunday

Credits

concept, text, plat Sadettin Kirmiziyüz | direction 

Sarah Moeremans | dramaturgy Anoek Nuyens | 

set Sacha Zwiers | costumes Lotte Goos | light Gé 

Wegman | technician Henk Geurds | production 

Anouk Rutten | financial director Albert van Andel 

| marketing & communication Dieke van der Spek 

| impact production Bernadette Kuiper | manager 

Wilma Kuite/Alles voor de Kunsten | photo, graphic 

design Joost de Haas

20:30 
on location in 

Antwerp

20:30
Monty

Helpdesk
Wunderbaum

For a description, see page 18

The Radicalisation of Sadettin K. 
Trouble Man / Frascati Productions

How did we get here, you may wonder. More importantly, where  
do we go from here?

In this socially critical and highly personal portrait, theatre maker 
Sadettin Kirmizyüz takes stock of his work and his life. The birth of 
his son has radically changed his view of the world and with it his view 
of theatre and of himself. In recent years, Sadettin has been especially 
praised for the light-hearted, amusing and eloquent way in which 
he has brought complex issues such as integration, terrorism and 
populism to the stage. But what have these performances actually 
generated? Have we come a step further? Or is it time for something  
far more radical?

Why, Sadettin wonders, have I never become radicalised? This question 
takes him to Syria, the Painters’ District, his childhood, his family 
members, but also to right-wing blogs such as ‘Nederland mijn 
Vaderland’ (‘The Netherlands my Fatherland’). He moves between the 
perspectives of the radical Syria-goer and the apostate Muslim who 
is rejected by his own community, but at the same time embraced 
by the West. This conflict reveals painful doubts and seemingly 
insurmountable dilemmas, as well as the loneliness and emptiness 
behind the joke.

This performance is the final part of the Hollandse Luchten trilogy. In 
2014, together with Marjolein van Heemstra Jeremia, Kirmiziyüz has 
created a performance about freedom of expression that was selected 
for the Dutch Theatre Festival. In 2015, this was followed by Pandgenoten, 
about the tensions, ideals and developments in Dutch housing policy.

sunday

Credits

performance Danny Ronaldo | coaching Lotte van 

den Berg, Steven Luca, Rafael, Jo De Rijck |  

music David Van Keer | technique Nanosh 

Ronaldo | a co-production of Theater op de Markt - 

Dommelhof, Festival perplx, MiramirO, Théâtre 

Firmin Gémier/ La Piscine, Pôle national des 

arts du cirque d’Ile de France | with the support of 

Vlaamse Gemeenschap, Provincie Antwerpen, 

Werkplaats Diepenheim, Oerolfestival, Dok Gent, 

cc Bonheiden

 … –17:00
Toneelhuis

20:00 
deSingel -  

Red Hall

20:00 
deSingel - 

Square

Mount Olympus. 
To Glorify The Cult Of Tragedy, A 24 Hour Performance 
Troubleyn / Jan Fabre

For a description, see page 43

The Hamilton Complex 
13 girls aged 13 and 1 bodybuilder
hetpaleis & Sontag / Lies Pauwels

For a description, see page 44

Fidelis Fortibus 
Circus Ronaldo

In Fidelis Fortibus the audience enters a circus tent where all the 
performers are deceased. Perhaps there was an epidemic or a major 
accident? Only the clown remains and he refuses to leave. He has buried 
everyone around the circle of discoloured sawdust. The graves are 
recognisable: there lies the tightrope dancer with her ballerina shoes. 
There lies the white clown with his trumpet. There lies the director, and 
he still walks anxiously in a wide arc around this grave.

Danny Ronaldo is alone, but all the other characters perform because 
he keeps them alive. When there is an audience, he performs faithfully 
and with a sense of duty. Trumpet, tuba and bombardon still sound 
as if someone is really playing them. The audience witnesses his 
imagination, which is a reality worth living for. The spectators are also 
complicit in preserving the illusory ‘big’ show. The applause, the gales 
of laughter, the wind instruments. It still sounds live, real. He will never 
leave. Or maybe he will? But is that giving up? Being disloyal?
Even though the tent has collapsed, everyone is dead and you are all 
alone. The show must go on.
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the venues 

An open forum for contemporary and 
international arts
deSingel is an arts campus with large-scale 
infrastructure and a multidisciplinary 
programme: music, dance, theatre and 
architecture. At the same time it provides 
a home for the contemporary, critical 
and boundary-breaking canon and a 
breeding ground for artistic creation, and 
for new trends and insights. Its work has 
been developed under three headings: 
presentation, contextualisation and 
production. Its audiences benefit from 
the best possible provision of information 
and services. deSingel helps artists and 
students to create by offering them 
support for their production processes and 
by organising master-classes, workshops 
and talks. The Flemish Community has 
selected deSingel as the unique venue 
that generates, stimulates and presents a 
large-scale, challenging and international 
arts programme for the largest possible 
audience.

Multifunctional infrastructure
deSingel’s large-scale infrastructure 
consists of a medium-sized concert hall 
(966 seats), a large hall for theatre and 
dance (803 seats), an exhibition space, 
a music studio (150 seats) and a theatre 
studio (270 seats). It provides ongoing in-
depth information on its programme not 
only in its reading room, but also through 
introductory talks, lectures, programme 
booklets, the website and other channels.

Unique architecture
The architectural appeal of deSingel makes 
the building an attraction in itself. The 
original design was by Léon Stynen (1899-
1990). Stéphane Beel (1955) was responsible 
for several smaller additions over the 
last few decades, as well as the 12,000 m² 
extension.

Individual & season tickets:
Desguinlei 25
B-2018 Antwerp
+32 3 248 28 28
www.desingel.be

deSingel
a lively arts campus
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Het Bos is an arts centre in the heart of the 
city of Antwerp. A house of artists, do-it-
yourselfers, thinkers, world cooks and all 
the others. Het Bos has a concert venue and 
a theatre studio, but also a public kitchen,  
a coffee bar and a laboratory for young 
makers.

Contact
Ankerrui 5-7
2000 Antwerpen
Pieter Willems
pieter@hetbos.be
+32 486 48 54 60
hetbos.be

Het Bos

the venues 

hetpaleis aims at making high-quality 
contemporary performing arts accessible 
to a broad and diverse audience. To that 
end, it works with the most promising as 
well as the most renowned performing 
artists from Flanders, the Netherlands 
and beyond. With its rich complexity 
and diversity, the city of Antwerp is an 
important source of inspiration for artistic 
activities.

In the coming seasons, hetpaleis (co-)
produces work by, amongst others, Berlin, 
kabinet k, Abattoir Fermé, Lies Pauwels 
(Sontag), Manah de Pauw, Simon De Vos, 
Inne Goris, bog., Pieter De Buysser and 
Thomas Bellinck.

Contact
Theaterplein
2000 Antwerpen
+32 3 202 83 60
onthaal@hetpaleis.be
hetpaleis.be

hetpaleis is a theatre for children, young 
people and performing artists in the heart 
of Antwerp. It is the largest theatre for 
children and young people in the Benelux. 

hetpaleis has two theatre venues: the 
main theatre has 540 seats, and the smaller 
theatre seats 100 spectators. It also has 
rehearsal rooms and runs a broad range 
of educational workshops. hetpaleis 
produces, creates and presents high-
quality theatre for all ages.

hetpaleis creates plays, dance 
performances, music theatre and 
everything in between. It has a dual focus 
on new works and on the classics of the 
theatre repertoire. 

hEtPaLEis
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A year after the move they are gradually 
starting to settle in. Matterhorn aims 
to develop in the neighbourhood in 
two ways: on the one hand as a place for 
encounters - the shared infrastructure 
transcends private interests and is 
available to third parties - and as a 
house for  the arts on the other, in and 
for the neighbourhood. During the 
Terlopleinfeest, the Reuzenstoet and its 
very own Matterhorn Festival Borgerhuis 
the aim is to share artistic creations with 
the neighbourhood and set up joint urban 
projects.

Contact
Albrecht Rodenbachstraat 21
2140 Borgerhout
info@matterhornvzw.be
matterhornvzw.be

Two and a half years after the first stone 
was laid, the theatre companies Laika, 
Muziektheater Transparant, de Roovers 
and the organisation kunstZ moved into 
Matterhorn in September 2014. It’s a 
former warehouse in Borgerhout that has 
been converted into a cultural site. The 
Matterhorn development, which features 
offices, meeting and rehearsal rooms, 
allows the companies to reinforce the 
connection between the artistic process 
and business policy.

Matterhorn

the venues 

Therefore Monty believes that the 
challenge, again like in the 1960s and 
1970s, is for the artists to speak about the 
world, to speak about society: no hermetic 
art anymore, no art for the sake of art, no 
‘l’art pour’ l’art’. Communication prevails.
Because they believe that the artists and 
the arts are the only possible means to 
speak about the world without referring 
explicitly to it. Because art can really 
change stubborn views, conceptions, 
discourses and ingrained convictions. And 
because it can generate new insights or an 
aha-erlebnis.
Not by ‘explicit theatre’, but with more 
explicit ‘political’ theatre with points of 
view that are rooted in life.
During the last decade Monty presented 
and produced increasingly society-
oriented activities and was able to take the 
public along while audiences also became 
more diverse.

Contact
Montignystraat 3
2018 Antwerpen
+32 3 238 91 81
info@monty.be
monty.be

Monty is more than a venue: it has the 
most remarkable back wall of all Europe. 
Dixit Milo Rau. Monty is a small-scale arts 
organisation with high-level output in 
both quality and quantity.
Monty has come a long way: they started 
in in 1985 and a few years later were 
recognised and subsidised as an arts centre. 
Their main objective has always been ‘to go 
against the grain’, whether in production 
or presentation of dance, film, video, 
theatre or live art. Monty was the spot to 
witness ‘new’ remarkable performances 
and emerging artists. In the course of time 
Monty differentiated less: it specialised in 
dance and theatre.

From 2017 onwards Monty will focus even 
more, if not exclusively, on theatre. Because 
they know that they live in very disruptive 
times in which they are confronted with 
very complicated questions. And politicians 
are disoriented too.

Monty
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The differences between these theatre 
makers aim to reflect the diversity that is 
so characteristic of the city and the world 
which are Toneelhuis’ base and seedbed. 
The work these theatre makers produce 
appeals to very varied audiences who in 
their turn bring a diverse world to the 
Bourla.

Contact
Komedieplaats 18
2000 Antwerp
info@toneelhuis.be
+32 3 224 88 00
toneelhuis.be

Toneelhuis’ main mission as a municipal 
theatre continues to be the production of 
artistic projects for the large auditorium 
– in the first instance the Bourla stage – 
for a wide local audience, and then – by 
means of touring – for a wide regional and 
international audience.
Since Guy Cassiers’ appointment as 
artistic director in 2006, Toneelhuis has 
become a place of diversity. In addition 
to Guy Cassiers, six other artists are 
based here, creating work that is varied 
in discipline and scale. At the moment 
they are Olympique Dramatique, Bart 
Meuleman, Abke Haring, Benjamin 
Verdonck, FC Bergman and Mokhallad 
Rasem. The result is pure verbal theatre 
alongside highly visual, expressive 
theatre, intense use of sound and image 
technology as well as artisanal small-scale 
handiwork, evocative interventions in the 
city alongside regular theatre work in the 
large auditorium, idiosyncratic themes 
alongside engaging narratives.

Toneelhuis

the venues 

Contact
Maarschalk Gerardstraat 4
2000 Antwerpen
03 260 96 10
info@villanella.be
destudio.com

In 2011, the province of Antwerp bought 
the former Studio Herman Teirlinck 
building. Villanella was granted tenure of 
the building, once a bank and a hotel, and 
renamed it DE Studio, a stage for young 
audiences and a centre for young talent. 
High-quality productions for children are 
programmed every week. Among others, 
Villanella, Theater FroeFroe, Laika, Zonzo 
Compagnie, Tuning People, Theater 
Artemis and Theater De Spiegel create and 
play shows here for families and schools. 
But there’s more. Just like Villanella, DE 
Studio is a house with many rooms. So 
there is also room for literature, dance, 
new media, film, concerts, debates and 
parties.

DE Studio is above all an Antwerp centre 
for young talent. In the building, Villanella 
organises festivals such as Krachtvoer, 
Grafixx, Villanova and Leave Us At Dawn, 
and workshops and masterclasses for 
young creative people from different 
artistic disciplines.

dE Studio
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Het TheaterFestival Flanders is a place 
where audiences and professionals 
can meet for a year-long jury selection 
of performances evaluated on their 
artistic and societal relevance. This 
selection is generally considered to be 
representative for tendencies in the field. 
Het TheaterFestival Flanders promotes, 
challenges and stimulates the theater 
sector through the presentation of both 
the most interesting performances the 
field has to offer and the innovative work 
of young theatre makers.

Contact 
het TheaterFestival

Kathleen Treier
Artistic director and Administrator
kathleen@theaterfestival.be

theaterfestival.be

Dutch Performing Arts seeks to intensify 
the contact between Dutch artists and 
international customers. In addition, 
Dutch Performing Arts wants to increase 
the interest of international programmers 
for the Dutch performing arts and to 
stimulate the international ambitions 
of Dutch institutions with global 
potential. To this end, Dutch Performing 
Arts organises showcases at key events 
at home and abroad and visitors’ 
programmes for relevant international 
guests. Furthermore, Dutch Performing 
Arts travels abroad to represent the 
Netherlands on the spot and/or to do 
research.

Contact 
Dutch Performing Arts

Anja Krans
Programme Manager
a.krans@dutchperformingarts.nl

dutchperformingarts.nl

[ the organizers ]

With the support of  
the Flemish Authorities,  
Performing Arts Fund NL  
and the City of Antwerp.

Flanders Arts Institute  is the support 
organisation for performing arts, visual 
arts and music in Flanders. It supports 
and stimulates the development of the 
artistic field and related government 
policies, and nourishes the public debate 
on art in society. Flanders Arts Institute 
builds up knowledge by mappings and 
practice-based research, stimulates 
practice development and facilitates long-
term international relations by visitors’ 
programmes, international focuses on 
Flanders and exchange programmes 
between different regions and countries.

Contact 
Flanders Arts Institute

Marijke De Moor
International Relations Performing Arts
marijke@kunsten.be

flandersartsinstitute.be

Many thanks go to: all participating companies and artists, deSingel, Monty, hetpaleis, Het Bos and Matterhorn,  
Kristof Blom, Matthieu Goeury, Rainer Hofmann, Anneke van der Linden and Cees Vossen, The City of Antwerp,  
the Flemish Government and the Dutch Fund for the Arts
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